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1. INTH~DucTI~N 
The theme of this paper is the study of descending chain conditions for 
subideals of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras of prime characteristic, 
complementing the results of the second author [8] on Lie algebras of charac- 
teristic zero. 
Robinson [5] proved that every group satisfying the minimal condition for 
subnormal subgroups is a finite extension of a Z-group, where a Z-group is 
a group in which normality is transitive. As a corollary to the proof it follows 
that every group satisfying the minimal condition for 2-step subnormal 
subgroups must in addition satisfy the minimal condition for all subnormal 
subgroups. Lie algebra analogues of these and related results are proved in [8] 
for fields of characteristic zero. The proofs use properties of the Baer radical 
of a Lie algebra (Hartley [3]) which are not valid in prime characteristic. 
For about five years in question has remained open, whether the analogy 
extends to Lie algebras of prime characteristic: the best that was known until 
recently was that the minimal condition for 3-step subideals implies that for 
all subideals. 
We answer the question here, as follows. Over fields of prime charac- 
teristic it remains true that every Lie algebra satisfying the minimal condition 
for subideals is a finite-dimensional extension of a IL-algebra. However, it 
is not true that the minimal condition for 2-step subideals implies that for all 
subideals. In fact a structural analysis of Lie algebras with the minimal 
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condition for 2-step subideals shows that there is an “obstruction” to such 
an implication, in the form of chief factors of a type which cannot occur in 
characteristic zero. This leads to a natural criterion, stated in terms of the 
structure of chief factors, for a Lie algebra satisfying the minimal condition 
for 2-step subideals to satisfy the minimal condition for all subideals. The 
structural information obtained provides a strong hint as to how algebras 
having such chief factors might be constructed, and enables us to find, for 
any field f of characteristic p > 0, a wide class of Lie algebras satisfying the 
minimal condition for 2-step subideals but not for all subideals. 
An important step in the analysis is provided by results of Curtis [2] on the 
representation theory of finite-dimensional Lie algebras of prime charac- 
teristic; and it would appear that these results have many potential applica- 
tions in the study of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras. 
The arguments of Lemma 4.6 could be avoided by using the deep results of 
Block [l] on “differentially simple” algebras, but it seems better to argue 
directly, thereby obtaining a self-contained proof. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS 
We consider Lie algebras, usually of infinite dimension, over a commutative 
field f. If H is a subalgebra of the Lie algebra L we write H <L; if it is an 
ideal we write H 4 L. A subideal of L is a subalgebra H such that there 
exists a series 
with n finite. We denote this by H si L. To emphasize the value of n we say 
that H is an n-step subideal and write H 4” L. 
The terms of the upper and lower central series of L will be written ci(L) 
and Li, where c,(L) is the center of L and L1 = L. The upper central series 
may be defined transfinitely (taking unions at limit ordinals) and it then 
terminates in the hypercentre of L. 
An ideal I of L is characteristic (written I ch L) if it is invariant under all 
derivations of L. If I ch H 4 L then I 4 L. The members of the upper or 
lower central series of L, and the hypercentre, are all characteristic ideals of L. 
A chief factor of L is a pair (H, K) of ideals of L such that H < K, H # K, 
and such that there is no ideal of L lying properly between H and K. By abuse 
of language we speak of K/H instead of (H, K). If L has a finite series 
O=L,< **. <L, =L 
such that each Li Q L and each L,,,/L, is a chief factor, then the series is 
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called a chief series. Note that a chief factor H/K of L can have no nonzero 
proper ideals which are characteristic. 
I f  M is an L-module, we write C,(fU) for the kernel of the corresponding 
representation. If  M has finite dimension then C,(&F) is an ideal of finite 
codimension in L, where a vector subspace V of L has codimension equal to the 
dimension of Ll V. 
If  X is a class of Lie algebras we define 
px(L) = Z{I Cl L: IE Xl, 
Ax(L) = n (I u L: L/I E X}, 
known, respectively, as the X-radical and the X-residual of L. There is no 
reason in general to expect p&L) or L/Xx(L) to belong to the class X, but in 
certain special cases they do. We shall be particularly interested in taking 
X = 3, the class of finite-dimensional Lie algebras. If  X is the class of 
nilpotent Lie algebras then p*(L) is usually called the Fitting radical of L. 
A subalgebra H -5 L is stable if whenever L si K it follows that H 4 K. 
Therefore stable ideals are characteristic. A theorem of Schenkman [7] shows 
that if H 13 L then IP = nz, Hi is stable in L, a fact of which we make 
heavy use. 
We write Min-3’” and Min-si for the minimal condition on, respectively, 
n-step subideals and all subideals. The same notation is used for the classes 
of Lie algebras satisfying these conditions. Thus L E Min-si if and only if 
every nonempty set of subideals of L has a minimal member: similarly for 
Min- Q~. Obviously 
Min-Q > Min-a2 > Min-q3 3 ... > Min-si. 
I f  L E Min- 4” and H 4”” L, where m < n, then H E Min-d+““. We also 
define a class % of algebras: L E 2 if and only if H si L implies H d L. 
A class X of Lie algebras is closed under extensions if H Q L, HE X, L/H E 9 
implies L E X. It is ZocaZZy closed if whenever L is a Lie algebra such that every 
finite subset of L is contained in a subalgebra of L in the class X, then L is in 
the class X. The classes Min-4% and Min-si are closed under extensions 
(cf. [g, p. 303]), and we shall see that Z is locally closed. 
Any notation not explained above may be found in [9, pp. 291-2941. 
3. THE MINIMAL CONDITION FOR SUBIDEALS 
In this section we prove that every Lie algebra satisfying Min-si is an 
extension of a X-algebra by a finite-dimensional algebra. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let L satisfy Min-si. Then 
(a) AS(L) hasfinite codimension in L, 
(b) If  H si L is of finite codimension then AS(L) < II, 
(c) X%(L) is stable in L, 
(d) AZ(L) has no ideals of finite codimension other than itself. 
Proof. The set of subideals of L of finite codimension has a minimal 
element I by Min-si, which is clearly unique. We show that I = X8(L), which 
will follow if we prove I 4 L. Consider L as an I-module with adjoint action. 
The quotient module L/I is a finite-dimensional 1-module, so by a remark in 
Section 2 C,(L/I) is of finite codimension in I and is an ideal of I. By minimality 
I = C,(L/I), so that [L, 11 < 1, whence 1 u L. Parts (a), (b), and (d) are 
immediate: (d) implies that I2 = 1 and then (c) follows as mentioned in 
Section 2. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let L be a Lie algebra, over an arbitrary field, satisfying the 
minimal condition for subideals. Then the S-residual AS(L) is a Z-algebra. In 
particular, L is an extension of a %-algebra by a finite-dimensional algebra. 
Proof. Let L satisfy Min-si, and put F = X%(L). To prove that F is a 
Z-algebra it is sufficient to show that 
Let E = h,(K), D = X8(H). Then Lemma 3.2(c) says that D, E u L. Now 
E n H is an ideal of finite codimension in H, so D < En H. Further, 
K 4 F. Since K/E is a finite-dimensional F-module, it follows from Section 2 
that F centralises K/E. But E < E + H < K, and therefore E + H Q F. 
Also (E + H)/E is abelian, so that H/(E n H) is abelian. Let 
X = (E + H)/(E n H). 
This splits as the direct sum of E/(E n H) and H/(E n H), so that 
E/(E n H) < C,(H/(E n H)). 
Further, H/(E n H) is abelian, so 
WE n H) G GW(E n H)). 
Therefore [H, E + H] < En H. Now H/D is a finite-dimensional 
K-module, so is centralised by E. Therefore [H, E] < D. It follows that 
[H,E+H,E+H]<D+H3<D+[EnH,H]<D 
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and so 
NOW 
HID < ZID = 5,((E + H)lD). 
Z/D ch (E + H)/D 4 F/D 
so that Z 4 F. But then Z/D is nilpotent and satisfies Min-si, so is finite- 
dimensional; and as F-module it is centralised by F. Since D < H < Z 
we have [H, F] < D ,< H, so that H u F as required. 
Thus H q2 F implies H =C F, so that F is a z-algebra. 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF ALGEBRAS SATISFYING MIN-~~ 
The proofs in the previous section apply equally well when the field has 
characteristic zero, and provide an alternative to those in [8]. However, for 
the present section we shall assume that the Lie algebras involved are defined 
over a Jield f  of characteristic p > 0. We begin with a simple, but useful, 
observation: 
LEMMA 4.1. If  I is an ideal of the Lie algebra L and if 6 is a derivation of L, 
then I $ I6 is an ideal of L. 
Proof. Let i E I, x EL. Then 
[is, x] = [i, xl6 - [i, x6] 
Ew+I 
so that [I + 16, x] < I + 16 + I = I + IS. 
COROLLARY 4.2. The B-radical p8(L) of any Lie algebra L is a charcteristic 
ideal of L. 
Proof, I f  I is finite-dimensional, then so is I + 16. 
(Notice that the same argument shows that if c is any infinite cardinal then 
the sum of the c-dimensional ideals of L is characteristic. It is fairly unusual 
to find radicals which are characteristic ideals when the underlying field has 
prime characteristic: in particular it is well known that the soluble and 
nilpotent radicals are not characteristic ideals in this case.) 
LEMMA 4.3. Let I be an ideal of L E Min-a2. Then the g-radical of I is 
jinite-dimensional. 
Proof. R = p%(I) is a sum of 8-ideals of I, so a sum of ‘&ideals of R 
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itself. As in Section 2 it follows that X%(R) centralises each g-ideal of R, so 
that AS(R) < 4,(R). Now t,(R) ch R chI u L, so c,(R) 4 L. Hence c,(R) 
satisfies Min-4. But it is abelian, hence finite-dimensional. Therefore 
h%(R) is finite-dimensional. Since also R/X8(R) is finite-dimensional, R is 
finite-dimensional. 
Next we need a stronger version of Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let L E Min-a2. Then 
(a) he,(L) is of jkite codimension in L, 
(b) X%(L) has no proper ideals ofjinite codimension, 
(c) h%(L) is stable in L. 
Proof. In particular L E Min-4, so (a) is true. Let F = AS(L). Then 
F/F2 satisfies Min-4 and is abelian, so is finite-dimensional; hence L/F2 is 
finite-dimensional. Therefore F = F2 and it follows that F is stable in L. This 
leaves (b) to prove. For a contradiction, let I be a proper ideal of F of finite 
codimension in F. For each positive integer i we have Ii ch I u F 4 L, whence 
Ii d2L. By Min-q2 we have Ii = I i+l for some i. By stability we have 
Ii 4 L. Let 
Ii/Ii = ps(F/I”) ch F/I” ch L/Ii. 
By Lemma 4.3, R/Ii is finite-dimensional, so is the unique maximal B-ideal 
of F/Ii. Therefore F/R has no nonzero s-ideals. Letj be the smallest integer 
for which Ij < R. Then Ij-l < R. Now j # 1, for if j = 1 then I is finite- 
dimensional, so L is finite-dimensional, so F = 0, contrary to I being a 
proper ideal of F. Further, (Ij-’ + R)/R is an F/R-module, not zero, whose 
submodules are precisely the ideals of F/R lying inside (Ij-l + R)/R. 
Since F/R E Min-4 we can find a minimal submodule J/R with J < 3-l + R. 
Now [J, I] < Ij + R < R, so J/R is centralised by I. Therefore we may 
view J/R as an F/I-module. Its F/I-submodules are the same as its F-sub- 
modules, so it is irreducible as an F/I-module. 
Since F/I is finite-dimensional, and the field f  has prime characteristic, we 
may use a theorem of Curtis [2, p. 9521 to conclude that J/R is finite- 
dimensional. But then J/R is a nonzero S-ideal of FIR, contradicting the fact 
that F/R has no nonzero S-ideals. 
The next lemma says that any L E Min- d2 has a useful Min-si-radical. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let L E Min-q2 and let M = pminmsi(L). Then ME Min-si, 
and therefore L/M has no nonzero Min-si-ideals. 
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Proof. The second statement follows from the first and the fact ([S, p. 3031) 
that Min-si is closed under extensions. Now 
We let 
;1f = Z{I: I (1 L, I E Min-si}. 
T = Z{;\,(l): I Q L, I E Min-si}. 
We claim that T is a X-algebra. Exactly as in Robinson [6, p. 1261 we can 
prove that the class % is locally closed, so it is sufficient to show that for all 
finite n > 0 
u = X&J + ... + A&) E 2, 
where the Ij are Min-si-ideals of L. Each hS(Ij) belongs to Min-si, so by 
closure under extensions U c Min-si. We show that U has no proper ideals 
of finite codimension. 
More generally, let P = Q + S where Q, S are ideals of P having no 
proper ideals of finite codimension. Suppose that J 4 P, P/J finite-dimen- 
sional. Then (J + Q)/J is finite-dimensional, so Q/(Q n J) is finite-dimen- 
sional, so J 3 Q. Similarly J > S, so that J = P. Induction now shows that 
U = h,(U), and then Theorem 3.2 implies that U E 2. 
As remarked above, it follows that T E 2. But T Q L so T satisfies Min-4. 
Every subideal of T is an ideal, so T satisfies Min-si. But M/T < pS(L/T) 
which is finite-dimensional by Lemma 4.3. Since 3 < Min-si it follows that 
ME Min-si. 
Next we consider the structure of chief factors. First we define a Lie 
algebra L to be mixed if L has a nilpotent ideal N of infinite dimension such 
that L/N is infinite-dimensional and simple. 
LEMMA 4.6. Every chief factor of a Lie algebra L satisfying Min-aa is 
either finite-dimensional, simple, 07 mixed. 
Proof. It is sufficient to consider minimal ideals, because Min-si is closed 
on taking quotients. So let 1 be a minimal ideal of L E Min-~~. We assume 
that I is not simple and prove that it is either finite-dimensional or mixed. 
Let J be any proper ideal of I. For each integer c we have 
so by Min-qZ it follows that J” = /e+r for some c. By stability J” Q L, so by 
minimality of I we must have J” = 0. Therefore every proper ideal of I is 
nilpotent. Let K be the sum of the proper ideals of I. 
I f  K ./- I then I/K is simple and K is nilpotent. I f  1/K is finite-dimensional 
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then any minimal ideal of I is an irreducible I/K-module, so is finite- 
dimensional by Curtis [2, p. 9521. Hence 0 # pa(l) ch 1, and minimality 
gives 1 E 5. Similarly K E 3 implies I E 5. The remaining case is when both 
I/K and K are infinite-dimensional, and then I is mixed. 
Finally, suppose K = I. Then I is locally nilpotent and satisfies Min-4. 
Let 2 be a minimal ideal of I. By Hartley [3, p. 2691 we have Z < [r(1). But 
?,‘,(I) 4 L, so by minimality I = <r(1) w ic h’ h is abelian. Since also I E Min- 4 
it follows that I is finite-dimensional. 
Suppose now that L E Min-a2. We can give a criterion determining when 
L E Min-si. At the same time we can show that the structure theorems of [8] 
hold for L if and only if L E Min-si. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let L satisfy Min-q2 over a field of prime characteristic. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) L satisfies Min-si, 
(b) L is aJinite-dimensional extension of a ‘Z-algebra, 
(c) L has an ascending series of ideals whose factors are-/kite-dimensional 
or simple, 
(d) X%(L) has an ascending series of ideals whose factors are either infinite- 
dimensional simple or 1 -dimensional and central, 
(e) L has no mixed chief factors. 
Proof. Clearly (a) and (b) are equivalent. Now (a) implies (e), for then any 
nilpotent ideal of a chief factor must satisfy Min-si, so be finite-dimensional. 
Also (c) and (e) are equivalent. To show that (e) implies (a), let M = pminesi(L). 
I f  L/M f  0 then by Lemma 4.5 no minimal ideal of L/M can satisfy Min-si. 
This disposes of the finite-dimensional or simple possibilities, and leaves 
only the mixed. But L has no mixed chief factors. So L = M, which lies in 
Min-si. Clearly (a) implies (d) as in [8]. Lastly, we show that (d) implies (e). 
I f  H/K is a mixed chief factor and (d) holds, then there is a series of H/K of the 
same type. Then the unique maximal proper ideal of H/K must equal the 
hypercentre of H/K, and so be a characteristic ideal. But chief factors cannot 
have proper non-zero characteristic ideals. 
The problem of proving that Min-q2 # Min-si is thus equivalent to an 
existence problem for mixed chief factors. We solve the latter problem in the 
next section, using a construction suggested by the following observations. 
Let L be a mixed algebra, with unique maximal ideal N. The simple 
algebra L/N we call the top section of L. Since N is nilpotent it is the Fitting 
radical of L (cf. [IO]). H aving constructed L we must embed it as a chief factor 
in an algebra K E Min-~~. Hence L must be characteristically simple, that is, 
have no proper non-zero characteristic ideals. (Over fields of characteristic 
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zero the Fitting radical is always characteristic, as shown in [lo, p. 711, so 
that mixed chief factors cannot then occur.) In particular there is some deriva- 
tion 6 of L such that N6 $ N; by Lemma 4.1 it follows that L = N f A@. 
For L to be a chief factor of K E Min-a2 we must have L E Min-(1; or 
equivalently each lower central factor Ni/N ir1 must satisfy the descending 
chain condition for L/N-submodules. It can also be shown that if f  has 
characteristic p then N must have nilpotency class > p - 1. 
In this situation we construct the algebras of the next section in the 
following manner. We take an arbitrary field f  of characteristic p, and choose 
an arbitrary simple algebra S over I. We then find L such that L/N = S, 
such that ND = 0, and such that each NiIN i+l is an irreducible S-module. 
Finally we find a derivation 6 of L such that L = N + IL’S, and let K be the 
split extension L + (6). By making the right choices, we can force 
K E Min- q2\Min-si. 
Since the algebra L we construct is characteristically simple, and has a 
minimal ideal, it must be one of those appearing in Block’s classification [1] 
of such algebras (there called “differentially simple”). From the description 
given in the next section it is easy to see that L = S @ fG where S is simple 
and G is a cyclic group of order p, fG being the group algebra. That such an 
algebra is characteristically simple goes back to Zassenhaus [ll]. Block’s 
results, which confirm a conjecture of Zassenhaus, yield a complete classifica- 
tion of the structure of mixed chief factors of algebras with Min-q2. The 
definition of L that we use is convenient for proving the properties we need. 
5. THE CONSTRUCTION 
Let f  be an arbitrary field of characteristic p > 0. Let S, for the moment, 
be an arbitrary Lie algebra over I. For i = 0, l,..., p - 1 take vector spaces Si 
over f  linearly isomorphic to S, and let 
vi: s ---f s, 




X93 if O<i<p-1 
0 otherwise. 
L = So @ s, @ ... 0 SDml 
and identify each Si with the corresponding subspace of L. Define a multi- 
plication on L by 
[Xi , yj] = (-- l)j tp --I - ‘) [x, yli+j (-5 Y E S) 
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and extend by linearity to the whole of L. We claim that this defines a Lie 
algebra structure on L. 
TO prove this we require an identity involving binomial coefficients. In the 
polynomial algebra I[t] we have 
(1 - t)P-l = (1 - Q”/(l - t) = (1 - P)/(l - t) 
= 1 + t + ... + tp-1 
so that 
(-l)i (P ; ‘) = 1 = (-I)? (9 ; 1) 
forO<i,j<p-l.Hence 
and therefore 
(-l>i (P - 1 -A! 
i! 
= (-l)j (P - 1 - i)! 
j! . 
Dividing by (- l)i+j we obtain 
(-l)j (P - l -A! 
- = (-l)i 
(p - 1 - i)! 
i! j! ' (“) 
Now let X, y, z E S, and 0 < i, j, k < p - 1. First we check antisymmetry: 
[Xi 3 4 = (- 1 )i (” - 1 - i) [x, a& = 0, 
CYi, 4 = (-l>i (P -i’ - j) [y, x]i+j ) 
= -(-l)j (” -; - i) [x,y]i+i) 
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hijk = (-l)j ( P-i -i)(+(P- y-i-j) 
orisOifi+j+k>p.So 
Ifi+j+k~pthisisO.WeshowthatifO<~+j+k<p-1 then 
hijk = hjki = hkij , from which the required result follows since the Jacobi 
identity holds in S. From (*) we have 
(-l)i+k (P - 1 -d! 
i! 




(p - 1 - i)! (p- 1 -i-j)! 
J! (p - 1 - i-j)! k! (p - 1 - i-j - k)! 
(p - 1 -j)! (p - 1 -j-k)! 
= (-lY+i k! (p - 1 -j - k)! i! (p - 1 _ i _ j - k)! ’ 
which proves that hijl, = hjki . Hence also hiki = hkii . Therefore L is a Lie 
algebra. 
Now let N = Sr + ... + S,-i . Then L/N G S. From the definition of 
multiplication, we have [& , Sj] < S,+j , where we let Sk = 0 if k 3 p. 
Next assume that S is simple. Then [Si , Sj] = Si+j since S2 = S. Hence 
Ni = Si + ... + S,el 
and N is nilpotent of class exactly p - 1. We claim that the only ideals of L 
are L, together with the powers N, N2 ,..., N” = 0. 
Let M be a proper ideal of L. Let c be the least integer such that NC < M, 
and suppose for a contradiction that NC # M. Then M contains an element 
where the xi E S, xj # 0, and j < c. For any y  E S, the ideal M contains 
b-9-l 9 Xji + x;;; + ..* + x;z:1, 
which is congruent, modulo NC, to X[y, xilC-r (0 f  X E 1). Hence M contains 
X,-r where X is the S-submodule of S generated by xj. Since xj # 0, this 
is the whole of S; but then NC-1 < M contradicting the choice of c. 
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Next we define a derivation 8 of L by 
xis = Xiwl (x E s> 
and note that this is a derivation, since 
= Pi 9 Y#. 
(If either i orj = 0 a similar computation applies.) 
We now let K be the split extension (Jacobson [3, p. 181) of L by the 
1 -dimensional algebra (6). 
We claim that the only ideals of K are 0, L, K. For let H 4 K, H # 0, K. 
If  HnL =0 then [H,L] =0 and then N u K. But [N, 61 = N6 $ N. 
Hence H n L # 0. Since H n L u L it follows from the above that ND-l = 
SPwl < H. But then, applying S several times, we find that Si < H for 
i = p - 1,p - 2,..., 0. Therefore L < H. Since K/L has dimension 1, 
L = H. 
Hence the ideals of K are 0, L, K. The ideals of L are L, N, N2 ,..., ND = 0. 
So the 2-step subideals of K are precisely K, L, N, N2,..., ND = 0. These 
are finite in number, so satisfy not only the descending but also the ascending 
chain condition. 
Finally we choose S to be an infinite-dimensional simple algebra. Then L 
is mixed, so K $ Min-si. (In fact, ND-l is an infinite-dimensional abelian 2-step 
subideal of K, and hence contains an infinite properly descending chain of 
3-step subideals.) 
By further specialising the choice of S we get algebras K with extra 
properties. For example, if S is locally finite (e.g., the algebra of all trace-zero 
transformations of finite rank of an infinite-dimensional vector space) then 
it is easy to see that K is locally finite. 
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